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Abstract

 In this paper, we propose a method to detect concept drift by applying Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) in a

data stream environment. Since the conventional method compares only the final output value of the CNN and detects

it as a concept drift if there is a difference, there is a problem in that the actual input value of the data stream reacts

sensitively even if there is no significant difference and is incorrectly detected as a concept drift. Therefore, in this paper,

in order to reduce such errors, not only the output value of CNN but also the probability vector are used. First, the data

entered into the data stream is patterned to learn from the neural network model, and the difference between the output

value and probability vector of the current data and the historical data of these learned neural network models is compared

to detect the concept drift. The proposed method confirmed that only CNN output values could be used to reduce detection

errors compared to how concept drift were detected.
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1. Introduction

With the distribution of smart device and the devel-

opment of sensor computing environment including

Internet of Things (IoT), many of the data stream envi-

ronments have been established[1]. Data entered in data

stream environment have concept drift as their features

to have changing trend as time passes by[2,3]. Most of

the applications such as mechanical learning, sampling,

or filtering in data stream environment operate as data

with fixed probability distribution or static data are

assumed. In case of concept drift, applications such as

sampling or filtering are required to newly operate per-

form learning according to changes or change the oper-

ation to prevent quality degradation in predictive

functions or algorithm results. Therefore, there is a need

to accurately detect concept drift occurring in data

stream environment.

In order to detect concept drift in data stream envi-

ronment, a technique using convolutional neural net-

work has been suggested[4,5]. This method compares

output labels from Convolution Neural Network Algo-

rithm (CNN) about the current and previous inputs and

detect concept drift. However, there is an issue in this

method for how there might be an error in deriving con-

cept drift in case of label vibration for releasing differ-

ent labels. Such an error in detecting concept drift

causes unnecessary drift in data stream applications and

also functional and quality degradation. Therefore, there

is a need to come up with a method to accurately detect

concept drift.

In this study, a technique using probability vector is

suggested to enhance the accuracy of concept drift

detecting technique in the use of CNN in data stream

environment[6].

2. Related Research

In the data streaming environment where massive

data are continuously entered, it is difficult to save all

the entered data. Therefore, they are processed in win-

dow unit. Assuming the data probability distribution as

Pi, Pi+1 from two windows i, i+ to contain data in two

adjacent periods, concept drift are defined to occur in

i+1 period in case of Pi, Pi+1
[7,8].
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CNN is a neural network combining convolutional

filter and neural technology to be used for recognizing

an image[9,10]. CNN proceeds classifying data by using

internal Feedforward Neural Network (FNN) that

extracts characteristics of data by using convolutional

filter and releasing label with an input of extracted char-

acteristics. If entering data in the size of one window

to learned neural network, it is feasible to obtain label

of entered data. According to studies conducted to deal

with concept drift detecting technique by using convo-

lutional neural network in data stream environment,

CNN was distributed to detect concept drift, while

entering data to neural network in two different periods

for once, respectively[11,12]. Neural network compares

two labels generated in two different periods. If these

two labels are different, it is judged that concept drift

occur. If they are equal, it is judged that no concept drift

occur.

3. Concept Drift Detection Method Using 
Neural Network

In data stream environment where data are rapidly

entered, it is not possible to save all the data and process

them. Therefore, data are processed in window unit. In

this study, simple data stream where 0 or 1 is to be

entered as shown in the Fig. 1 is assumed. Fig. 1 rep-

resents a list of entered data from the left side express-

ing stream with one line. Window groups data in certain

size and is regarded to be applied to a certain period

depending on the nth data being entered. Afterwards,

every time when new data are entered, the most past

data are removed, while including new data and con-

figuring a window in the next period.

Under these circumstances, the distribution with 1 as

an input is assumed to be important, detecting signifi-

cant changes in the distribution of 1 as a conceptual

drift. In other words, concept drift are regarded to occur

when the distribution of 1 has significantly changed

between two windows. Suggested method uses CNN to

measure the density of 1. In order to apply CNN

designed for classification of video data to general data

stream environment, data stream input is converted to

be treat as video data. Window data are converted to

black and white video data with the height of 1 where

the width of data is the same as window size. At this

time, light intensity value of each pixel of converted

data become data value.

CNN is learned by using converted window and label

as learning data. Label means a representative value of

windows with similar distributions of 1. In this study,

label is expressed as an integer from 0 to 5 by classi-

fying the density of 1 in each window in the unit of 20%

(0%=0, 20%=1,…, 100% = 5). Learned CNN is entered

with window generating the label on entered window.

CNN calculates probability vector as shown in the

Fig. 2 prior to deciding the label to be generated when

window is entered at a random period. Probability vec-

tor is saved with probability for how input window is

included in each label. The number of elements in prob-

ability vector is the same as the number of label, and

each location of vector elements corresponds with one

label. Since the total of probability is 1, the total of all

the elements in probability vector is 1, and each element

value is between 0 and 1. Label corresponding to the

location of the highest value of probability vector cal-

culated by CNN becomes the output label in input win-

dow. In the Fig. 2, 1 as a location of 0.6 as the highest

value in probability vector is generated as a label.

In this study, both label and probability vector are

used to detect concept drift. In order to use probability

vector generated by CNN to detect concept drift, CNN

is distributed to the stream as shown in the Fig. 3. Since

2 probability vectors are required for one attempt in

detecting concept drift, CNN was expressed for two

times in the Fig. 3. Window at time i and window at

time i+1 are entered once, respectively, in CNN.

CNN generates each probability vector PVi and Pi,

PVi+1 on entered windows. Every time when new data

Fig. 1. Data stream environment. Fig. 2. Convolution Neural Network algorithm (CNN).
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are entered in stream, neural network generates proba-

bility vector on input window.

If there is a significant change when neural network

compares two probability vectors generated in two dif-

ferent window periods, it is judged that concept drift

occur in i+1 period. If there is no significant change, it

is judged that no concept drift occur. In this study, prob-

ability vector obtained in two different window periods,

(PVi, PVi+1), was used, utilizing the Equation. (1) as a

criterion to detect concept drift.

Distance (i, i + 1) = (1)

Distance is the difference between element values

located in the same position for all the positions of ele-

ments in two probability vectors, while calculating the

difference of absolute values of two probability vectors

by adding all the differences. Since distance is a result

calculated by adding the differences of two probability

vectors, it is in a range from 0 to 2. The smaller the dis-

tance value is, the more likely it means how similar

probability vectors have been generated. The close the

value is to 2, the more likely it means for two windows

to generate different probability vectors.

The smaller the distance value is, the more likely it

means how similar probability vectors have been gen-

erated. The close the value is to 2, the more likely it

means for two windows to generate different probability

vectors.

In order to detect concept drift by using distance,

threshold value is setup as a criterion for detecting con-

cept drift. The value same as distance in the range from

0 to 2 is setup as a threshold value. If distance value rep-

resents a value higher than the threshold value, it is

judged that concept drift occur in the i+1 period. Other

than this case, it is judged that no concept drift have

occurred.

4. Experiment and Evaluation

4.1. CNN and Learning Data

CNN to be used for the experiment in the use of Ten-

sorFlow is established generating a pair of simple win-

dow and label for CNN learning[13]. One window is

generated to save total 1000 values, each one from 0 to

1. Label is a randomly granted number depending on

the density of 1 included in each window, and density

of 1 in each label is shown in the Table 1. 

At this time, if the number of data in each label is dif-

ferent in learning data, there might be an issue of class

imbalance. In this study, the number of learning data is

generated by 10,000 in each label to resolve aforemen-

tioned issue. In addition, the number of 1 in each win-

dow was controlled, generating random position of 1 to

prevent a significant different of density of 1 among

data with label. 

If entering only the window except for labels of all

the learning data to CNN learned with simple data, the

proportion of generating the same label from learning

data was 99.9%. Information of organized neural net-

work is shown in the Table 2.

PVi PVi 1+–

1

Fig. 3. CNN placement for concept drift detection.

Table 1. Density of 1 by label for learning data

Label 0 1 2 3 4 5

Density 0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Table 2. CNN information used in the experiment

Category Value

Window Size 1000

Number of learning 20000 Times (Batch =200)

CNN Filter
1×5×56(First Floor), 

1×5×480(Second Floor)

FNN Scale 1024 (First Floor)

Hit rate 99.9%
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4.2. Experiment Data

Experiment data were generated identically with

learning data, but the number of it was total 10,000

without label. At the same time, concept drift were rep-

resented by showing changes in the density of 1 in each

window. Threshold value was set to be 1.0.

Density of 1 in data window in each period is shown

in the Fig. 4. 

Horizontal axis means window period, and vertical

axis means the density of 1 in each period. It is expected

to detect concept drift in 1000, 2000, 4000, 6000, 7000,

and 9000 as a period when there is a difference in den-

sity of 1 to be higher than 20%.

4.3. Experiment Results

According to the results of detecting concept drift on

experiment data with CNN, horizontal axis meant win-

dow period, and vertical axis meant the value of prob-

ability vector in each period. Threshold value was

shown to be 1.0 on the horizontal axis. When distance

value turns out to be higher than this horizontal axis,

concept drift are detected.

Distance value turned out to be higher than 1.0 in the

periods of 1000, 2000, 4000, 6000, 7000, 8000, and

9000 as a period when density of 1 was higher than

20%. Therefore, concept drift were detected. In the

period of 8000 when only changes of 10% (less than

20%) were randomly applied, concept drift were con-

firmed. In the interval where it was difficult to accu-

rately identify the label with density in two adjacent

labels, relatively high distance value was confirmed.

However, since there was no distance value to be

higher than 1.0 as setup to be threshold value in this

interval, concept drift were not detected. When detect-

ing concept drift by simply comparing label values,

there is an error in detection from label vibration in the

interval. If detecting concept drift by using probability

vector, changes in label not exceeding threshold are

ignored even if there is label vibration making it feasi-

ble to reduce the error in detection.

5. Conclusion

In this study, data entered to data stream were made

to be a pattern and learned to CNN model, while com-

paring the difference of probability vector between pre-

vious data in learned CNN model and current output of

data to detect concept drift. It was confirmed to be able

to reduce error in detection through the suggested

method compared to when detecting concept drift by

using only CNN output values.
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